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NADAR

L'EXTRAORDINAIRE
During the next two
years the Bibliotèque
nationale de France
(BNF) in Paris and the
J.P. Getty in Los Angeles
will celebrate with
major exhibitions the
bicentenary of GaspardFélix Tournachon a.k.a.
NADAR.
Famous throughout the world as one of
the greatest photographic portraitists of all
time, Nadar’s oeuvre is a veritable treasure of
19th century European culture. His catalogue
contains mesmerizing portraits of Charles
Baudelaire, Sarah Bernhardt, George Sands,
Charles Deburau and hundreds of other
cultural icons of the 19th century. Nadar’s
artistic style of portraiture is admired to this
day for revealing the subjects hidden ‘innerlife’. Inarguably a very great artist, Nadar was
also an exponent for advancements in the
technology of photography. He was the first
to take an aerial photograph, the first to use
artificial light in photography and a pioneer of
micro film.
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Photography was only one of Nadar’s
passions. His is also considered one of the
most imaginative caricaturists in history. Long
before he touched a camera, Nadar studied
people’s faces and personalities in order
to sketch some of the world’s most iconic
caricatures, which he widely published in
journals and newspapers in France and abroad.
His 1858 ‘Le Panthéon Nadar Lithographie’
containing 250 caricatures of the most
important writers of the day set the world
alight with Nadar’s eccentric interpretations
of the French intelligentsia. In addition to his
visual arts legacy his literary achievements
established Nadar as formidable and
astonishingly prolific ‘homme de lettres’.
Being a famous photographer, caricaturist &
writer was not enough for Nadar. He was also
obsessed with what he called ‘The right to fly’.
He was an accomplished and daring balloonist,
helping to defend Paris against the Prussians
during the 1870 siege of Paris. Perhaps his
most infamous ballooning adventure was the
flight of his ‘Le Géant’, an enormous balloon
five times the size of any previous balloon
which boasted a carriage for 20+ passengers.
In 1863, over 200,000 Parisians gathered on
the Champs de Mars to watch Nadar, his wife
and 18 others take off en route to Germany.
The balloon famously crashed near Hanover,
miraculously without any fatalities.

Often called 'the 19th Century Warhol'
due to his relentless inclusion of celebrity
in his art, Nadar pioneered how artists
grab the attention of the press which made
him history's first 'modern multi-media artist'.
Writer/director Michael House (The
Magnificent Tati, Eugène and Berenice, Revealing
Mr. Maugham & Braille Music) will work with
Nadar biographer Adam Begley to make
the definitive film on Nadar’s life and art.
Considerably restored images from Nadar’s
archive at the BNF in Paris will be used as well
as newly shot footage and animated sequences.
Contributors will include Man Booker
Prize winner Julian Barnes & photographer
Annie Leibovitz.

produced & directed by

Michael House
running time 52' Shot in 4K
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wichita films

Left from top: The Romanov Family
The Romanov children after the Revolution
Right: Tsar Nicholas II

The File
on the
Romanovs
During the night of
July 16, 1918, Tsar
Nicholas II of Russia
and his wife and five
children were massacred
by the Bolsheviks in
Yekaterinburg, a town
in the Ural region.Their
remains, found long
afterwards in a forest and
identified by DNA, were
buried with pomp and
ceremony in 1998.
But is that what really
happened?
As the centenary of the family’s
disappearance approaches, real questions
remain. Some historians and scientists doubt
that the bones unearthed unquestionably
belonged to the Tsar and his family. They point,
too, to indications that Soviet accounts of
what supposedly happened to the Romanovs
were based on fabricated “confessions” by
their supposed executioners. The account
upon which the accepted version of their
fate is based, moreover, has been shown to
omit important testimony. That testimony
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suggested that the Tsarina and her daughters
left Yekaterinburg alive.
The truth in this story is highly elusive. The
uncomfortable questions did not end with the
burial in St. Petersburg of the pitiful remains
found near Yekaterinburg. Romantic stories of
the survival of the Romanovs - most famously
Anastasia - live on. Journalists and historians
continue to disagree with the official version
of events. Despite the DNA analysis, there is
no unanimity about the fate of the Romanovs.
In 2015, Russian authorities decided to reopen
the criminal investigation into the death of the
Imperial family.
New elements, and in particular newly
accessible archival material, permit another
reading of the events of the summer and
autumn of 1918. Historians, scientists, and
police sources have seized upon elements
in this story that do not "stick". Conscious
that they are defying the established “truth”,
researchers of various disciplines continue to
highlight inconsistencies.
Some international experts, scientists and
historians alike, are not convinced that the St.
Petersburg coffins contained the remains of
the imperial family - or of the very facts of
the alleged massacre. It is their investigation,
and its results, that we present today. They are
surprising.
This year, 2018, it is expected that
documents still held in the Russian State
archives, the Danish Royal archives and British
foreign office archives will be declassified.
According to the historian Venjamin Alekseyev,
they may confirm the exchange of the
Romanov daughters and their mother against
the release of the German "Spartakist"
communists Karl Liebknecht and Leo Jogishes
- who were indeed actually released at that
time.
Today in Yekaterinburg, a brand new
monastery welcomes pilgrims who wish to
gather at the place where - according to
the history books - Tsar Nicholas and his
family were martyred. A modest exhibition
brings together a few "relics" from the painful
past - the gate of the Ipatiev House, salvaged
when the building was demolished, and some
handguns.
Unfortunately for the accepted version
of history, the handguns do not match the
calibres of the bullets retrieved when the
“Romanov remains” were found in the forest...
Interviews:
Dr. Philippe Charlier, French forensic expert
and specialist on the identification of long-dead
historical characters He recently authenticated
Adolf Hitler’s jaw bone in the archives of the
FSB in Moscow.
Anthony Summers, former BBC journalist,
investigative writer and Pulitzer Prize nominee,
is the co-author of The File on the Tsar. His
book revealed the omissions and distortions of

Sokolov's investigation into the disappearance
of the Romanov family - and probed evidence
that there were Allied plots to rescue them.
Marc Ferro, the distinguished French historian
of the Russian revolution. Known for his show
Parallel Stories, in which he highlighted the
variations of the "truth" in different countries,
he is the author of the book The Truth about
the Romanov Tragedy
Hélène Carrère d'Encausse, member of the
Académie Française and also of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, is author of a biography
of Nicolas II.
Andrei Sorokin, Director of Historical Archives
of the Russian Federation, Moscow.
Veniamin Alekseyev, historian, member of the
Academy of Sciences in Moscow, who regularly
publishes his research on this period.
Nicolas Ross, French historian and specialist
on the White Russia movement, who has
written extensively on the case. He believes in
the accepted account of the cellar massacre.
DNA specialists from the Japanese forensic
team of Professor Takeo Nagaï, who challenged
the DNA analysis in aspects of the case and
offered his counter-expertise. This research
is best presented by Dr. Bill Lott of Monash
University in Australia and Dr. Lev Jivotowski,
chief of the Human Identification Centre at
the Genetic Institute of the Russian Academy
of Sciences
Representatives of the Russian Orthodox
Church, and Paul Golunski, who was at the
solemn funeral in 1998 and explains the
Russian clergy’s lingering doubts.
Richard Cullen, a retired Commmander at
Scotland Yard in London who has studied the
case from the modern police point of view.

directed by Christopher Jones
produced by Zoulou Compagnie
running time 52' Shot in 4K
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4 flloating stone productions

DOUBLE TAKE

The Art of Elizabeth King
Elizabeth King is a quiet iconoclast in the art
world. She has created her own genre at the
intersection of classical representation and
automata, an accomplished artist with an
eye for the intimate meaning of gesture. She
combines figurative sculpture with stop-frame
animation in works that blur the boundary
between actual and virtual object. Intimate
in scale and made to solicit close looking,
her work reflects her interest in the history
of the puppet, the automation, the medical
model and literature's wealth of legends about
artificial figures coming to life. She asks herself:
“What is the figure in sculpture now? What

does the representation of the body and its life
mean? Can I absorb news from biotechnology
and cognitive science but keeping at the same
time art's ancient pact with theatre?” Elizabeth
King obsessively manipulates her materials to
produce pieces that both approximate and
challenge the viewer. She has work in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the LACMA
and the Hirshhorn. Filmmaker Olympia Stone,
whose films on The Art & Imagination of David
Beck and The Cardboard Bernini Poorhouse
also distribute, observes the artist at work,
talks to fellow artists including Elizabeth King's
husband Carlton Newton, gallerist Renato

Danese and students, who have experienced
Elizabeth King's charismatic teaching. We
also find out why the artist traps and puts
them into an absurd kind of metaphorical
environment and how Bartlett's animation
works on her figures.
Watch the trailer here:
https://vimeo.com/232393945

directed by Olympia Stone
produced by Floating Stone

Productions
running time 57' Shot in HD
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John Roesch - It Sounds Like...
Foley artist John Roesch has more than
400 film titles to his credit including Black
Panther, Dunkirk, Animal Crackers, Terminator,
E.T., Matrix and Schindler's List, to name but
a few. Having originally planned on being an
actor, Roesch received a degree in filmmaking
from New York University in the mid-1970s,
followed by a year as a Directing Fellow at
AFI in Hollywood. As a favour to a friend he
took on foley duties for a film and thought
“boy what a stupid job”. But fate would have
it that Roesch did foley duty on a second
film and was offered a job at a sound studio.
Having worked with supervising sound editor
Gordon Ecker Jr. and the Oscar-winning Chuck
Campbell he moved in with Warner's until
George Lucas head-hunted him to work at his
Skywalker Ranch. Sound effects, it turns out in

Clara and Julia Kuperberg's film, are not what
they seem to be. When Campbell relayed
Spielberg's request that E.T. sound funny,
Roesch used an old T-shirt and jell-O to create
a very specific sound. Roesch also performed
E.T.'s walk. “He reminded me of a duck out of
water - the way they're graceful in their own
world, but on land, they waddle around. So I did
his footsteps using my hands.” The film won
two Oscars for sound, including Best Sound
Effects Editing. Advances both in filmmaking
and directorial skill have meant additional
challenges for the Foley artist. We find out
how Roesch produced a very cold and crackly
sound with two old ice trays for a train arrival
in The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo and how
he created a Western atmosphere by not
using the caliber of the actual weapon which

“sounded like a dull drink”. Today John Roesch
and his colleagues create sound exactly as it is
seen on screen. It is whatever the audience will
believe as correct, but the means to get there
are crazier than one thinks. The documentary
will have plenty of surprise demonstrations of
his art and obviously the moving images to go
with it.

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD
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6 south bank show

LEAVING HOME
COMING HOME
A Portrait of Robert Frank
'Leaving Home, Coming
Home…A Portrait of
Robert Frank' is a first
ever, feature-length
documentary about the
legendary photographer
and filmmaker whose
work reflects his life in an
unflinchingly honest way.
This film, shot in New York and Nova Scotia
where he now lives, seamlessly interweaves
between Frank, aged 80, reflecting on a lifetime
of image making and the richly textured
photographs and personal films themselves.
He takes us on a journey from his childhood
as a Jew in Switzerland during the Second
World War, to his life in America and his
photographic travels through Paris, London and
Wales. He shows us photographs spanning his
long and diverse career, including those made
during his seminal voyage across America in a
car, producing the now legendary series, The
Americans, probably the single most influential
photographic book of the last fifty years.
We wander around the streets of New
York with Frank as he discusses his many
films, including the Beat classic, Pull my Daisy,
narrated by Jack Kerouac, Me and my Brother
with Allen Ginsberg, and the infamous
Cocksucker Blues with the Rolling Stones. We
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travel with him on a bus around New York,
to reflect on his series of photographs taken
from a moving bus in New York City and we
return with him to Coney Island for the first
time since he photographed there on July 4,
1958. Here, he goes in search of some of the
places that feature in his photographs, but no
longer exist today, meeting a host of colourful
characters along the way.
This film also explores his relationship with
his second wife, the vibrant artist June Leaf,
who we see working in both her studios in
New York and Mabou, and we get a unique
insight into how they live and work together
as independent artists. Finally, we look at the
way in which Frank has explored the tragedies
of losing both his children in his art. He talks
movingly about the terrible pain of loss and
his attempts to remember them through his
deeply personal photography and films, using
the lonely landscape of Nova Scotia as a
backdrop in these works.

This film enters the world of Robert Frank
in a complex, humorous and textured way:
by interweaving between his own films, which
are maps of his poignant journey through life
and the colourful new material, the audience
will gain rich access to the life and art of one
of the most influential and uncompromising
artists living today. The film has rarely been
seen as Frank limited it to three screenings
a year for over a decade but has now
permitted wider distribution so this is a
unique opportunity to see this Grierson, Royal
Television Society and FIFA award winning
film which was also acclaimed at Rotterdam,
Tribeca, Viennale and many other leading film
festivals.

directed by Gerald Fox
produced by Gerald Fox for
South Bank Show running time

86'
Shot on Super 16 & upgraded to HD
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czech tv

Leosˇ
Janácek
ˇ
A documentary
about the Czech
composer who
changed the
image of music

The Cunning Little Vixen
Photo © Bill Cooper

Leoš Janáček is one of the four great Czech
composers who gained worldwide fame
(together with Smetana, Dvořák and Martinů).
His name will forever represent Czech music
in the world; however there is an absence of
a comprehensive biographic document that
would introduce Janáček to contemporary
international audiences. Our advisor and script
co-writer is musicologist Jiří Zahrádka, Czech
leading expert on Janáček. The documentary
will be built on important Janáček motives and
themes: Janáček and the gift of genius, Janáček
and perseverance, Janáček and conductors,
Janáček and Max Brod, Janáček and his
relationships with women.
As the archive footage we will use Czech
Televisions’s rich music video archives as well
as international recordings of Janáček’s operas
and other works. For the broad context we
will speak to people that are related to Janáček
on the international music scene.
We intend to use clips from a multitude of
opera performances such as Jenufa (from
Glyndebourne, La Monnaie, Teatro Real,
Deutsche Oper), Katja Kabanova (from
Glyndebourne, Teatro Real), The Makropoulos
Case (from Glyndebourne), The Cunning Little
Vixen (from Théâtre Musical du Châtelet,
Glyndebourne), From the House of the Dead
(from Aix-en Provence, Vienna, Savonlinna) and
others.
We will also meet Janáček experts Brian
Large and John Tyrrell and invite conductors
like Simon Rattle, Daniel Barenboim, Vladimir
Jurowski, Donald Runnicles to participate.
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The life of a genius is usually different in
some way. Janáček was a musical genius, a
person with an extraordinary creative talent,
but also an eccentric who exhibited foolish
and sometimes ridiculous behaviour. Our film
aims to explore this gift of generosity and its
importance to mankind.

Jenufa

Brian Large at work

The Cunning Little Vixen
Photo © Bill Cooper

˚
Vlastimil Šimunek
& Reiner Moritz
produced by Czech TV
running time 52'
directed by
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Max Rostal © Lotte Meitner-Graf

Lucie Rie © Lotte Meitner-Graf

THROUGH
LOTTE'S
LENS
I have for some years
been fascinated by the
profound influence that
the immigrants fleeing
from Nazi Germany and
latterly Austria, Hungary
and Czechoslovakia in the
thirties had on the arts,
sciences and business of
the United Kingdom.
Daniel Snowman’s fine book; The Hitler
Émigrés, which is a significant influence on the
genesis of this film, explains in detail how a
generation of disenfranchised and frightened
people - mainly, but not exclusively Jews,
re-energised serious thinking and creativity in
Britain to the extent that their legacy resonates
to this day.
In order to reflect the importance of this
subject - and its contemporary relevance,
I needed to find a unique visual image and
when I discovered the archive of the eminent
Austrian émigré portrait photographer Lotte

E.H. Gombrich © Lotte Meitner-Graf
Images courtesy of The Lotte Meitner-Graf Archive
www.lottemeitnergraf.com
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Meitner-Graf everything else slotted into place.
Lotte’s escape from Vienna in 1938 after the
Anschluss mirrored the experience of many of
her compatriots and subsequent subjects. She
settled in London and after the war opened
a studio at 23 Old Bond Street, now Stella
McCartney’s London headquarters - which
Ms. McCartney allowed us to film in. Between
1939 and her death in 1973 Lotte MeitnerGraf photographed pretty well everyone
that I wanted to reference in the film and
these beautiful images are our portal into a
fascinating world of achievement against the
odds.
We have recreated Lotte’s studio, based
on advice and recollection from several
people who knew her well. From this base
we have explored the extraordinary lives
of extraordinary immigrants, many of who
were initially interned as ‘enemy aliens’ on the
Isle of Man and subsequently made such an
extraordinary difference to all aspects of post
war life in Britain. Punctuated by re-enations
of various stages of celluloid photography we
hear about the extraordinary achievements
of scientists such as Otto Frisch, Rudolph
Peierls and Joseph Rotblat, who pioneered
nuclear fission and subsequently embraced
nuclear disarmament. Eminent architect Sir
Nicholas Grimshaw shares his understanding
of major architects such as Erich Mendelssohn
and Peter Moro, who helped design London’s
Royal Festival Hall. We include performance
elements at the actual London home of the
‘Laterndl’ Theatre club of the war years, where
Viennese actors introduced Londoners to
political cabaret and émigré actor Martin Miller
gave his wicked and hilarious Hitler ‘speeches’.
Whilst in our recreation of the Isle of Man
internment camp, we explore the life and
work of Hans Gal, another internee whose
significance as a major composer of the period
has only recently emerged. (Gal’s Fugues for
piano provide the score for the film and his
exquisite solo ‘cello Cavatina’ accompanies
the end titles). And the inimitable Humphrey

capriol films
Burton tells us about working with internee
Hans Keller at the BBC and the great lieder
performances of Ilse Wolf with pianists Paul
Hamburger and Martin Isepp.
Historians such as Eric Hobsbawm
compete for our attention with economists
like Friedrich Hayek. John Makinson, until
recently Chairman and Chief Executive of
Penguin Random House shares his stories
about the great émigré publishers - George
Weidenfeld, Andre Deutsch, Paul Hamlyn
et al and Janis Susskind, Managing Director
of Boosey and Hawkes does the same for
the music publishers. Various galleries and
collections have opened their doors to us,
in order that we can explore the work of
artists ranging from Schwitters to Herman and
ceramicists Lucie Rie and Hans Coper.
Throughout the film we have commentary
from author of The Hitler Emigres, Daniel
Snowman and revered Austrian émigré
composer Joseph Horovitz. At the beginning
of the film Lord Alf Dubs, who escaped from
Prague in 1939 on the Kinder transport, aged
only six, tells us of his experiences and at the
end of the film asks if we could not show the
same generosity to Syrian orphans in 2018
as was shown to him in 1939. It is a fact that
refugees fleeing for their lives from terrible
regimes will almost always make positive
contributions to their new country - a point
made most eloquently by Lord Dubs.
Throughout the making of this film, many
serendipitous connections and events have
occurred and I have made a lot of new friends
who have contributed to the project in
different ways. There are, perhaps two things
that make me particularly happy; At a recent
screening I was able to introduce Joe Horovitz
to Alf Dubs - two grand old men of music
and politics, who over nearly eighty years
have given so much to the UK, but had never
met until that night. And Daniel Snowman’s
response to the world premiere at London’s
famous Phoenix Cinema: ‘A super film - which
as we used to say at the BBC, managed to
educate, entertain and inform!’
I hope audiences everywhere and on every
screen format will be educated, entertained
and informed by Through Lotte’s Lens.
Tony Britten, producer, writer and director;
Thorough Lotte’s Lens - March 2018
Filmed in 4K (UHD) available in broadcast
4K and HD at 25fps and 2K Digital Cinema
Package at 24fps. Stereo and 5.1 sound.
Duration - 105 minutes at 25fps, 109 minutes
at 24fps

directed by Tony Britten
produced by Capriol Films
running time 105' or 109' Shot in 4K

& HD, Stereo & 5.1 sound.
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angel lane films

Lessons
from
Joan

photo © Jane Brown for The Guardian

photo © Press Association

Joan Littlewood trained
at the Royal Academy
of Dramatic Arts and
set up Theatre Union in
Manchester with partner
Ewan MacColl in 1936.
Her great causes were
community and political
theatre, improvisation,
working class language, all
of which have passed into
the mainstream of drama.
In 1945 Littlewood, MacColl and other
Theatre Union members formed Theatre
Workshop, which after years of touring settled
at the Theatre Royal at Stratford, East London
in 1953, where the company lived and slept
while the theatre was restored. Littlewood
made her name with a production of Brecht's
“Mother Courage and her Children” which
she directed while also playing the lead. Her
theatre was in a state of perpetual revolution
and she saw herself as a creator of art and
fun, close to Meyerhold, the Stanislavsky
disciple. Other influences were Rudolf Laban,
who had founded a Movement Studio in
Manchester, and Commedia dell´arte. “The
Alchimist” and “Richard II” followed. In Gerry
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Raffles she found a new partner who was
inspiring and at the same time gave her
a structure and a management she badly
needed. Her production of Volpone in 1955
was highly acclaimed at the Paris International
Theatre Festival and won first prize, but the
breakthrough happened with Brendan Behan's
works “The Quare Fellow” and “The Hostage”
and Shelagh Delaney's “Taste of Honey”, which
came next, where so successful that they
made it to Broadway. Her greatest hit however
was “Oh,What a Lovely War!”an anti-war
musical based on songs popular at the time
of WW1 and research by Charles Chilton. It
was made up in rehearsal as Joan Littlewood
did not want actors speaking an existing text
but rather a group of performers performing.
“Oh,What a Lovely War!” became an instant
hit, transferred to the West End and played
Broadway for an incredible eight months. The
audience was baffled by a ticker tape running
at the back giving facts and figures about the
tremendous losses such as “100 000 men
killed for the gain of 10 yards”. When accused
of “dancing on graves of all these soldiers”, she
replied “I hope they are dancing with us.”
Australian director Walter MacIntosh took
the opportunity of a revival of “Oh,What
a Lovely War!” at the Renegade Theatre in
Melbourne to revisit Joan Littlewood's life and
career. He was able to assemble actors who
performed in the musical like Judy Cornwell,
Victor Spinetti, Brian Murphy, Barbara Windsor,
of Eastenders fame, and Murray Melvin as well
as Assistant Director and Stage Manager Kevin

Palmer and Biographer and friend Peter Rankin.
With their help we get a good idea what sort
of charisma Joan Littlewood had and what sort
of personality she was. The Theatre Company
Joan Littlewood and Gerry Raffles founded in
Stratford continues to showcase new theatre
work inspired by its local community and the
world today. And “Miss Littlewood”, a new
musical about Joan Littlewood by Sam Kenyon,
will be performed at the Royal Shakespeare
Company in 2018. “Lessons from Joan”? Yes,
she does live on “and her record remains
unsurpassed”, as the Guardian said in the 2002
obituary.

directed by Walter Macintosh
produced by Angel Lane Films
running time 54'

Oh, What a Lovely War!
photo © Romano Cagnoni
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photo © Gregory Batardon

Carmina Burana
Choreographed by Claude Brumachon

These medieval songs
around the wheel of
fortune have been staged
and danced many a time
to Carl Orff's gripping
music. The latest attempt
is by Brumachon for the
Ballet du Grand Théâtre
de Genève and was filmed
at last year's Festival de
Danse in Cannes.
Brumachon was born in Rouen where he
studied at the Fine Arts School. He later
performed with Ballet de la Cité, Christine
Gérard and Karine Saporta before he started
his independent career as a choreographer
by founding a research group with Benjamin
Lamarche. This group was developed into a
performing ensemble in 1984 and lives on
until today in the guise of Sous la Peau. In 1992
Brumachon became co-director with Benjamin
Lamarche of the CCNN (Nantes). Carmina
Burana is his first work for the Geneva
Ballet Company. In an interview Brumachon
explained his vision of the ballet as follows: “I
see the human condition in these people on the
ground, a shaking ground, destroying itself, burning.
Above six women, six goddesses, Venus, Flora,
Fortuna, Phoebe, Hecuba and Philomela, who had
been turned in to a nightingale. I see these six
women who dominate humanity and represent
the sacred, love, poverty, power, salvation, courage
and distress, Flora in flowers, Fortuna in red,
Hecuba in black, Phoebe in yellow, Philomela
in feathers and Venus in transparent skin.” He
evokes the seasons of an earth, the feeling of a
humanity, the animals of a nature, the power of
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Carmina Burana

Choreographed by Claude Brumachon
Music Carl Orff
The Cannes Orchestra
the Philharmonic Choir, Nice
the Ensemble Vocale Syrinx &
the Children's Choir of the Cannes
Conservatory
Conducted by Benjamin Levy
soloists

thought, an elevation of spirituality. Men who
seem to have escaped Dante's Inferno are
submitted to the fickleness of fate as within
each scene, and sometimes within a single
movement, the wheel of fortune turns joy into
bitterness and hope into grief. Costumes for
the men resemble Roman garb or remind us
of Géricault's Raft of the Medusa, while the
goddesses are lavishly dressed courtesy Livia
Stoianova and Yassen Samailov from the label
“On aura tout vu”.

Soprano Celine Mellon
Tenor Christophe Berry
Baritone Jean-Christophe Lanièce
Dancers from
the Grand Théâtre de Genève

directed for TV by Vincent Massip
produced by La Belle Télé
running time 65' Shot in HD
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Concerts for Television
Poorhouse is very proud to have secured
worldwide distribution rights for a selection
of programmes produced by the Moscow
Philharmonic Society. Dmitry Shostakovich
said about this institution: “It is difficult
to overestimate the role of the Moscow
Philharmonic in the development of musical life
in our country. It is a kind of university which
is attended by millions of music lovers and
thousands of musicians.” Created in 1922
by the Commissar for Culture, Anatoly
Lunacharsky, it has become Russia's leading
concert organizer with a wide range of
subscription concerts featuring top artists and
orchestras from all over the world and a lot
of programming for children. We have been
able to choose programmes involving Mikhail
Pletnev, International Tchaikovsky Competition
winner in 1978 conducting the Russian
National Orchestra, he founded in 1990, as
well as playing the rarely heard Second Piano
Concerto by Saint-Saens. We also selected
performances with another International
Tchaikovsky Competition winner in 1990,
Boris Berezovsky, who features in concerts and
a wonderful recital of all Russian music. We
can also offer a concert with French Shooting
Star, Lucas Debargue, an autodidact, who as
Die Welt puts it, came from nowhere to take
4th Prize at the International Tchaikovsky
Competition in 2015 as well as the prize of
the critics and is now considered one of the
promises of the young generation. Last but
not least we have taken on Chamber Music by
Claude Debussy, which is not often recorded
but now available for Debussy celebrations
during this year.

Boris Berezovsky
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Boris Berezovsky (piano)
Russian National Orchestra
Conductor: Mikhail Pletnev
Prokofiev: Concerto No. 2 for Piano in
G minor, Op. 16
Rimsky-Korsakov: The Snow Maiden Suite,
The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh and the
Maiden Fevronia Suite,The Fairy Tale about Tsar
Saltan Suite
HD Running Time: 90'
Boris Berezokvsky (piano)
Recital Music by Balakirev, Lyadov, Scriabin
HD Running Time: 90'
Boris Berezovsky (piano)
Russian National Orchestra
Conductor: Alexander Sladkovsky
Rachmaninov: Concerto No. 1 for Piano
and Orchestra
HD Running Time: 45'
Boris Berezovsky (piano)
Svetlanov Symphony Orchestra
Conductor:Vladimir Verbitsky
Khachaturyan: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, Adagio from Spartacus
Alexander Borodin: In the Steppes of Central
Asia
HD Running Time: 60'
Boris Berezovsky (piano)
National Philharmonic Orchestra of Russia
Conductor: Konstantin Khvatynets
Rachmaninov: Rhapsody on a theme by Paganini
for Piano and Orchestra
Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue for Piano
and Orchestra
HD Running Time: 60'
Mikhail Pletnev (piano)
Russian National Orchestra
Conductor: Kirill Karabits
Prokofiev: Dreams - symphonic picture
Saint-Saens: Concerto No. 2 for Piano and
Orchestra
HD Running Time: 45'

Dmitry Shishkin (Piano)
Russian National Orchestra
Conductor: Mikhail Pletnyov
Hummel: Concerto No. 2 for Piano
and Orchestra
HD Running Time: 35'

Lucas Debargue

Lucas Debargue (piano)
Russian National Orchestra
Conductor: Mikhail Pletnev
The Moscow Synodal Choir
Bizet: Suite from music to drama, A Daudet’s
L’Arlesienne (compiled by M. Pletnev)
Ravel: Concerto No. 1 for Piano and Orchestra,
Daphnis and Chloe Suite
Scriabin: Promoetheus (Poem of Fire)
for Piano, Choir and Orchestra
HD Running Time: 120'
Ekaterina Mechetina (piano)
Debussy: Suite Bergamasque, L 75
HD Running Time: ??'
Vadim Repin (violin)
Nikolay Lugansky (piano)
Debussy: Sonata for Violin and Piano in
G minor, L 140
Ravel: Sonata No. 2 for Violin and Piano
in G major
Beethoven: Sonata No. 9 in A major, Op. 47
(Kreutzer)
HD Running Time: 35'/90'

Moscow Philharmonic
Society in HD
produced by
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Lucas Debargue & Mikhail Pletnev

moscow philharmonic society
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adamis productions

Georges Brassens

Paris
Will
Always
Be
Paris
Jacques Dutronc

There is no other city in
the world that has so often
been celebrated in song
as Paris.
The Grove definition of chanson reads: “any
lyric composition set to French words.” From
the MiddleAges and the Renaissance until
our time the chanson has always been part
of the French musical culture, but from the
19th century on the term does not only mean
song or in German Lied, but also a popular
art form very specific to “Paname”, the argot
word for Paris. Names from Aristide Bruant
to Yves Montand, Serge Reggiani to Vincent
Delerm, Juliette Greco to Renaud come to
mind. We know more than 3000 titles dealing
with Paris. They talk of love, poverty, revolution,
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demolition, politics, nostalgia, the people of
Paris, the geography of the city and its history
and nightlife. The two World Wars, the Roaring
Twenties and Great Thirties as well as May 68
are other recurring subjects. Archive footage
of Paris abounds and will serve to illustrate
earlier chansons by Edith Piaf, Joséphine Baker
and Maurice Chevalier often revived by the
likes of Charles Trenet, Juliette Greco, Ives
Montand, Leo Ferré, Georges Brassens, Joe
Dassin, Jacques Durtronc as well as Vincent
Delerm, Gabriel Faye or the rap.musette
Java. Charles Aznavour, Juliette Greco and
Mireille Matthieu will talk about chansons that
particularly touched them remembering fondly
a Paris that does not exist anymore, while we
shall travel through the city in search of the
places the music deals with. Three generations
of singers including Aznavour, Delerm and Zaz
as well as Serge Lama and Alain Souchon, to
name but a few, will share their art and their
views on the history of the art form with
us. An evergreen like “Under the Paris Sky”
will be revived by Zaz and Patrick Bruel will
re-interpret Maurice Chevalier's unforgettable
“Paris, je t´aime d´amour”. In short, filmmaker
Christophe Duchiron will tell us the history of
Paris through its chansons, and the producers
will find an artist fluent in English to top and
tail a very French programme and also do
the commentary so that we might share the
delights of the Cité des lumières in song.

Juliette Greco

Maurice Chelvalier, 1954

directed by Christophe Duchiron
produced by Adamis Productions
running time 90'
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backstage
Claude Debussy by Nadar

PRESS & AWARDS

Clara and Julia Kuperberg’s documentary
The Women who run Hollywood received the
Pacific Backlot Award for Best Documentary
at the Vancouver Films Festival in March and
has been selected for the upcoming Beverley
Hills Film Festival, where it it’s screened at the
legendary Chinese Theatre in April.

Meanwhile their documentary Hollywood, No
Sex Please! had its Premiere on OCS Géants
in February with a lot of attention by the press
linking the documentary to recent scandals:
Dans le contexte de l’affaire Weinstein, ce
nouveau film des sœurs Kuperberg prolonge la
réflexion sur l’hypocrisie du système. (…) le doc
retrace l’histoire d’une relation tourmentée, entre
pruderie et transgression. Télérama
Un beau voyage cinéphile à travers le temps…
Elle
Cinéma américain et sexe ne font pas bon
ménage. Dans le documentaire de Clara et Julia
Kuperberg, l’évidence saute aux yeux…
Le Monde
Le sujet est passionnant comme ce nouveau
documentaire. Mondociné

DEBUSSY CENTENARY 2018
This year the musical world commemorates
the 100th anniversary of French composer
Claude Debussy, one of the touring figures in
20th century music whose influence stretches
right up to Pierre Boulez. Metropolitan
commissioned a very good film from Georges
Gachot in 2000 which has lost none of
its charm. We learn about the life of the
composer through writings of contemporaries
and friends. Archive footage from Paris around
1900 creates a fin du siècle mood and makes
it easier for us to understand how radically
new Debussy's music was. Most important
however is the director's choice of music
which unites Sergiu Celibidache (Afternoon
of a Faun, Ibéria), Eugene Ormandy (La
Mer), Zoltan Kocsis (Children's Corner) and
Sviatoslav Richter (Images: Reflets dans l´eau)
who perform key works of the composer.
And who better than Pierre Boulez and Peter
Stein to present the composer's only finished
opera Pelléas et Mélisande. Another surprise
is a recording with Mary Garden, who was
Debussy's first Mélisande and a Welte Piano
reproduction of Debussy's own piano playing
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from 1913. The only on screen interviewee is
Manuel Rosenthal, the doyen of French music
in the first half of last century, who shares
priceless anecdotes with us. Shot in SD with a
running time of 57 minutes.
PHI can also offer
Valery Gergiev and the Mariinsky with Afternoon
of a Faun 11' and La Mer 24'
Paavo Järvi and Orchestre de Paris with
Afternoon of a Faun 11'
Robin Ticciati and Budapest Festival Orchestra
with La Mer 25'
Sergiu Celibidache and Munich Philharmonic with
Afternoon of a Faun 17' and Ibéria 31'
Ekaterina Mechetina (piano): Suite
Bergamasque, L 75 20'
Vadim Repin (violin) Nikolay Lugansky (piano):
Sonata for Violin and Piano in G minor, L 140 35'

VIEWPOINT

When news got around that Murdoch was
planning to divest himself from his audiovisual
empire some analysts were quick to point
out that this was a very clever move in view
of the steadily growing Netflix and Amazon.
Netflix recently announced a programme
spend of 8 billion dollars which is about the
programme money available in the UK, France
and Germany put together. Don't forget that
Netflix, Amazon and the likes don't produce,
they commission and buy. They don't have
to invest in infrastructure, costly pension
plans, orchestras, choruses, technical centers,
post-production outfits and so on. They can
concentrate on commissioning and buying
the very best and don't have to set up and
publicize broadcast schedules. They also don't
have to care for an old fashioned linear service
and thereby attract in particular the millennials
and all those who want to see whatever
they want to see at a time convenient to
them. Drama has always been a highlight
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of broadcasting. The best of it might not be
available much longer. Sports has always been
a ratings grabber for the broadcasters, it might
no longer be available to them. Will this be
the demise of local broadcasters and linear
services? I think not. On the contrary this will
force them to rethink their remit and come
up with content they are good at while also
bringing back content they thought was not
needed anymore. Obviously, news is key. No
local broadcaster can afford to ignore world
and local news. Drama in the local language
will survive and possibly grow considerably
despite Netflix and its attempts to commission
locally and stream in thirty or more languages.
Local entertainment, talk shows etc. will
survive. But in order to strengthen identity and
create federative effects, broadcasters might
reconsider the remit Lord Reith, the founder
of the BBC once set forth: information,
entertainment and education. Here would also
be a chance to bring back music and arts in its
widest sense as well as in depth documentaries
in order to reconquer an audience that has
a long time ago turned its back on television.
By local I don't mean navel gazing, but more
co-productions amongst larger regions like
Europe, LATAM and Asia to name but a few.
Mainstream entertainment is and always will
be a commercial commodity going to the
highest bidder with the deepest pockets.
Who would like to compete with the few
giants, which will be left? On the other hand
a new golden age of televisions is not out of
the world, provided the original broadcasters
know how to position themselves anew.
Reiner E. Moritz

READY FOR DELIVERY

Double Take - The Art of Elizabeth King 57’
Douglas Fairbanks - I am a Legend 52’
Iconic Couples (English versions) 4 x 52’
(Barbara Stanwyck & Robert Taylor, Jean Harlow
& William Powel, Clark Gable & Carole Lombard,
Spencer Tracy & Katherine Hepburn)
Carmina Burana 65’

MIPDOC & MIPTV 2018

During MIPDOC and MIPTV Reiner Moritz
will be at the Creative Europe Stand P4.B1
Tel. +33 (0)4 9299 8596 or at the apartment:
Armenonville - Entry 5, 6th floor
9 Rond Point Duboys d'Angers
06400 Cannes, Tel : +33 (0)4 83 44 08 91

58 Broadwick Street
London W1F 7AL
telephone: +44 (0)20 7436 8663
email info@poorhouseintl.co.uk
www.poorhouseintl.co.uk
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